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We’ll talk about
The context

The Academic Support Series

Instructional approaches

Survey feedback

Future planning



Dal School of Information Management (SIM)
2-year MLIS program; incoming cohort of 32 in 2015

Connection with the Dalhousie Libraries is strengthening

I became permanent liaison librarian in July 2014



The SIM 
Academic Support Series
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2 definite identified gaps
Conference posters

External funding



Identify gaps

Create a 
“brand”

Get
faculty
support

Academic 
Support 
Series



Possible workshops

Conference posters

External funding 

Academic writing

Contract work in academic libraries

Health sciences librarianship

Databases in depth 

Open Access

RefWorks

PubMed

Information literacy assessment

Online privacy

Bibliometrics

Finding resources (intro to searching)

Final list

External funding

Finding resources

Academic writing

Conference posters 

Topics in academic libraries

Bibliometrics

mandatory

mandatory
folded into course

combined



Logistics
90 minutes each, 1 – 2:30pm

Computer lab, 24 capacity

Twice in September; once per month in October, November, 
January, February



The little things
Faculty buy-in: marks for attendance

“Subject Librarian” page on SIM website

All workshops were held in the same room

Attended orientation to speak about the workshops; provided paper 
handout and link to online version on subject LibGuide

Mandated registration

Promoted the workshops through social media channels





Instruction techniques



Instruction techniques
Catalogue searching race using Google Docs



Find. 
A better. 

Way.



Instruction techniques
Catalogue searching race using Google Docs

Finding a thesis exercise



Getting a thesis
What is this video 
actually about?

Based on what evidence?

If your claim is true, why 
does it matter?

Thanks, as always, to Jenny Sampirisi for this one



Instruction techniques
Catalogue searching race using Google Docs

Finding a thesis exercise

Topic generator



http://ideagenerator.creativitygames.net/

http://www.tallmania.com/topic
generator/topicgenerator.htm

Random topics!





Instruction techniques
Catalogue searching race using Google Docs

Finding a thesis exercise

Topic generator

Guided database investigation





Instruction techniques
Catalogue searching race using Google Docs

Finding a thesis exercise

Topic generator

Guided database investigation

Lots of hands-on exercises

Humor

Pffft.
Get over it.

Monster designed by Kyle Bridgett



What happened?
Attendance was not a problem

Students promoted the workshops amongst themselves

I built a closer relationship with SIM



Session 
assessment



Program assessment – Opinio survey
Sessions attended (if not, why not?)

Was the session worth your time? Would you recommend it to incoming students?

Was there a particular workshop (or workshops) that you found to be the most 
worthwhile?

What was your most valuable or interesting takeaway from the Academic Support 
Series?

Do you feel that the Academic Support Series workshops supported your studies at SIM, 
your career development, your research skills, or other areas? Please comment.

Now that you have some experience as a SIM student, can you think of any additional 
workshops that should be added to the series?

Additional comments/suggestions



Students appreciated
Picking up transferrable skills

Learning more about their field

Learning about concepts that may have been missed in their classes

Feeling up to speed with their classmates

Feeling that the department cared about them

Hands-on learning 



Students wanted to learn about
Public library careers

Advanced searching/controlled vocabularies

Grey literature

RefWorks

Giving presentations

Business databases

The ethics review process

LibGuides



Other comments

It was actually great to see Lindsay's work as an example of what a teaching librarian 
can do - in addition to learning the material in the workshops, there was also a meta-
learning experience in watching Lindsay work.

I found the workshops helpful and informal - a nice way to learn new things one 
should know.

I like these little extra things because it makes me feel like SIM cares about getting us 
prepared for the future.

The ones I attended were not only useful, but more or less essential.



2015/2016 Series
Finding resources

RefWorks

Academic writing

Conference posters

Advanced searching/controlled vocabularies

Grey literature

Academic and public library work



Conclusions
Find the gaps

Get faculty support

Create consistency

Be creative and active with instruction

Ask for student feedback



Thank you. Questions?
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